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Relationship Between Systems' Mental Health

Paradigm Personpower *Utilization

O

Over the past two decades, the mental health sys em in the UnIted

States has been confronted with two very critical p oblems: the per-__

ception of a severe shortage of personpower and e questioning.of the

effectivenesiof present service efforts to an ovetwhelming majority of

the nation.
. 1

/
Beginning in the late fifties, the c nclusion has beeh reached'

repeatedly that the need and demand for mental health services far

exceeds the supply (with most people

need)a.. (See Ai `e, 1959, 1965, 1

Fzessj'and Health, 1961; Rossi,

Gardner and Zax, 1967; and Co

Ahat, the unenswtr

trtbuted across the popul

getting no-help or less than they

69; Joint Commission on Mental 111-

2, Reiff and Riessman, 1965; Cowen:',

1973) At the same time, it became

d'needs were not to be found randomly dis-
5

4

tion. it has been a repeated criticism that

the,mental health system has turned away from lower-socioeconomic group's,

racial minorities an the severely:disturSed to devote its energy and,

resources to the y ung, affluent, verbal, intelligent, and successful

1

th :,;a uho repr sent a very small minority of those in need of mental

health services.

For th purpose of this analysis, these twaPissues will be viewed

as anoral e , reflections Of crucial shortcomings in the existing Para-
,

dlgm ofAnental health/illness. Kuhn (1,962) defines the concept of "para-,

digm" s a constellation of values, beliefs, and assumptions that form

the
ta
ture of the methodS, problem-field, solutions, and personpower

3
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acceptable within any mature scientific community at a given time.-Within

this'framework, a paradigm crisis marks that time in which the basic

assumptions and values of.the'existing paradigm are questioned, and

alternative competing paradigms begin to crystallize around very diff7

,

ercnt assumptions andvalues. With th0Packnowledgement of the two prob-
. ,

%',,

,

iems cited previou0y, many people began to re-evaluate the adequacy of,"

the current mental health paradigm. or thevmental health system, thiS
.,

,

,
.

evaluative exercise has resulted in the generation of a 'range of co/

existing models, representedat the-poles by two different attern Oyes'

One pole represents an extension of the existing medical-ilines

paradigm, subsequently referred to as MIC model.. At the other pole, the

competing model represents a new psycho-social learning/conmuntty paradigm

.4.1)SLe'Model.'

Throughout most of this century; the mental health system of the

United States has been gtilded by a mediCal illness/ciinical paradigm.

The core assumptions, of this model are:, (1) ,the primacy/of thi;_intra-
.

psychic life of man, and (2) the parallelism between the onset.nature_and,/_____,_

/-
treatment of psychological and physical dysfunctions. /The theoretical

/

base is derived from individual personality theory, (e/specially:analytic
/

I

,

theory) abnormal psychology and medical pathology. The 9oallsare besteally.-

rehabilitative ones: to diagnose and minimize the e

I

fects of the pathology. ,

The sanctioned technique or solutiOn is psychotherapy and the appropriate

setting for the solution is,the hospital or clinic./ The sanctioned

medium for work within this model, is the,docior-paiient relationship.

\
I

The '!doctor" role has expanded slowly to include n1 on-medical professionals;

however, staff hierarchies are st91 honored: The doctor/therapist is P
0

I /
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still assumed to require extensive training, to be well-schimied, to .be

an 'expert" withexterYsive knowledge and background, and to be sanctioned

. /
.

i

and accredited by the professional helper-guilds. Tha p.itient.is assured

to be not responsibliefor the cure `(or his f he one in need of help,

th,- pilsive recipient to whom specific2Cures are administered.

,,,,/

//

Other mental health pro esslgnals have seen the personpower and ser-

r
vice delivery problems as most basic oneSJhese professionals envisioned

the future.of community mental health as necessarily linked to the dev-

elosiment of a new paradigm. This Still-crystallizing alternative paradigm

r
will be referred to as a psychosocial learning community (or PSLC) model.

The core assumption here Is that the individual is Inextricably related,
I

both proactively and reactively, to the siqal systems to 'Which one be-
.

c4.st,

which

longs. Human behavior is assumed to be thlkproduct'of a 'complex inter-

action between individual (personalistic, dispositional) variables and

system,(structuralistic,*situational)
variables. Human behavior-4s de-

.

fined as a psycho - social learning process, a radically different phen-

omenonfrobplicrsicals.111ness.
Individual behavior is placed on a cont4

uum of responsieffecti nest, based on competence In dealing with per-

sonal, developmental and situational tasks. The knowledge base is der-

*AO

ived from psychology of learning, human development, community, organ-

izational and social psychology - ,`human ecology, general systems theory,

and community organization, as well as clinical psychology and-personal-

1

sty theory. The roblem-flield delineated consists of in vidual system

interactions. The multipi pals are:- improvement of the quality of

a

life of the individual, improvement of the quality of the relationship

between individual and community/system, and the Improvement of the
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effectiveness and social well-being of the community_i( elwhole. TO

achieve these goals;.ft PSLC model ,propostg-a new set of mental health
e,

techniilues: This nevi 4!!rtoisp_incluck:. ,_teaching indiTiduals to be

3
more competentproblem-solvers, training exits ing communit\f-based,change

*its, consultation to community groups and agef, coordination of

.and participation in community problem-solving and service efforts; and
- I

evaluation resilerch. The sanctioned setting,is cxpanded to community -

based settings that inc de schools; housing developments, political

meetings, police stations, and community mental health centers. There is

0

S

also a reconceptualization-of the medium - the professional-client rela-

tionship. The mental health worker functions more in the role of a teacher'-
o

or-consultant, affecting changes in a much more cooperatiVe process with

shared responsibility. At the individual, group, and community levels,

the W4king alliance 15 one of partners, each teachiig and learning, each

generating and contributing resources in a common problem - solving', effort

to produce change.

Utilization of Paraprofess als

,interestingly enough, despite the major and consistent paradig-

matic differences that exist, proponents of both models WC and PSLC)

on to thesehese problems - the use of para-have seized upon a common sol6t

professional mental health workers. Paraprofessionals in the form of

volunteers, students, psychiatric aides, indigenous community residents,

Associate of Arts mental health workers,

have beeOncorporated en ffiesse into the

teachers, parents, pee'rs, etc.,

mental health system. They are

beingused in setting as diverse as the private in-patient hospital and

the store front community center, the Inner-city and the Indian reser-

vation.
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O

4 - ---
The rationale for such a solution has come from a number ofIdifferent

41.1

sources. In the literature, studies presenting the effectiveness

_,.employing psychiatric aides, volunteers, housewives, college st de
. ---

-

/ .

and parents as effective therapeutic agents reperesent one source. De-
. . .

-.,priptiva studies,rillorting the use of Indigeno,is paraprofessionals ds
.

41-Wental health workers, technicians, associates, and,counselors repretent
O

another source. While primary descriptive and/or lacking scIentific.con-

;

trolled evaluition, these reports and findingl, have been p esented..as

evidence and justification for the widespread use 6f parapr fessional

\,personpower Across rental health service systems.

However., this fOlure to evaluite critically or* discrimin t; the

applIcabititron"gooduess of fit" of such a solution within t4 sub-

- components of the mentiLhealth system is most evident and Frttical.

Indeed, such critical evaluation needs to bedone before the investment

and cost become too high to permit change. A critIcal evaluation of the

paraprofessional literature.to date*reveali both conceptual and method-.

°logical limitations. Discussed at length elsewhere (Hurley and Tyler,

%

1976), the conclusions will be summarized briefly here. At the conceptual

cal issues include)_ (1) the confounding of the concept

of a paraprofessional; (2) lack ofadeuate consideration of situational

'determinants of effective utilization; and (3) failure to,consider the

relationship between patterns of paraprofessional utili:ation and an

agency's operating mental health paradigm. Hethodolosically, existing
e

evaluation suffers frdm: (1) the.descriptive nature of much of the data

presented; (2) unanswered threats to the internal and exteroaNwalidity



of some at the present findings due to use of

criterion deficiency (use of therapy outcome
.

()-criterion contamination'(what exactly are the paraprofessionals doing

that ,is being rated for effectiveness). in light ofAhe critical nature

of the problems addressed by the Utilization of paraprofessionals, it

,seems all the more Important to sort out both the strengths and weak-

1
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"pilt" programs; (3)

as single indicator); and

nesses inherent in the solution.

Purpose
,

It was the purpose of this research effort to address the limitation's

ast discussed, and to provide channels for research development at both
4

conceptual and methodological levels. Specific conceptual. advances begin

with spetifying the particular paraprofessional group addressed - here

4 defined as formal employees of community mental health centers. In add-

ition, the research focui is an individual-systems focus - on the inter -

action of paraprofessionals and. professionals Oihia the community mental"

health system. The final conceptual advance here rests,on the study's

main hypotheses. There is a growing body of data supporting the hypothe-

sis that a system's commitment to a given mental health paradigm does have

an effect pp thPt systemq functioning (Greenblatt, 1957;Kotin and Stierif,

1967; Baker, 1968). Building on this data base, the present study takes

the following main hypothesis: systems committed to different mental health

paradigms will have different patterns of staff functioning and interaction.

A second hypothesis is that the quality of this relationship will be cliff--

erent for paraprofesSionals and professionals. The independerit variables

are the.presentty - articulated medical-illness/clinical model (MIC) and

8
I .

0
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and the psyctIo-social learning/coMMunity irOdel (PSIC). These variables

'are operationally iefined here,as communIty mental health teams whose..

functions and allocation of, person hours tend, on a range, to represeRt

a griater commitment to one of the two (MiC arld 'SLC) paradigms.

In designating dependent variables, this study moves beyond single- .

riterion, singe- method studies with an isolated focus on the para-

professlonal,to a systenii analysis using_mult.iple criteria and multiple

methods. The vIriables reflect processes at individual, group and systems-

levels. ystems-leye.1 variablesincludeth (I) system flexibility: the

. =

number ofdifferent tasks that a worker performi; '(2) systems dote assign -

s

gent: percentage,of work hours devoted' to OIC and PSIC related, functions;

(3) systems assessment: components of team.functiontng that worker would'

, -

'like to see (+6) kept the same; and (b). changed;' (4) systems gaalt:.-workers'
.

ratings of importance of
.

- aDd PCIS - related mental health goals.

Grouirievel variable,-ware:' (1) influence process worker's ratings of

other staff members', ability to influenie what they did on the job; (2)

group cohesiveness: workers' ratings of the teams attractiveness to re-
-

. main In the group. Individual level variables were: intern1 :-,external

focus of control: (1)..!workerS" rating of relativiverception of outcome

rewards onjob as conseqbence of own actions or of luck, chanc e; fate or

- powerful others; (2) ,Job satisfaction: workers'

,satisfaction with work; supervision, promotion,

ratings for degree of

pay and co-,workers. These

dependent variables were chosen to reflect Impbrtant param.ters of or-

ganizationalfunctioning n general, and, more specifically, in a mental
A,

health system's implementation of a personperwer program.

9

1
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Methodology

Subjects

The subject sample included ten community mental health center teams,

six committed to a medical tline's/citnical (M1C) paradigm and four commit-

. -)

, ted to a pSychonsocial learning/community (PSLC) paradigm. Teams were

,sokted into groups on the basis of committing a majority at their person-

;

Relationship Between Systams'

power hours to paradigm-related activities (M1C4:- assessment.and diagnosis;

individual, growl, and family therapY; client advocacy / PSLC - eonsultation,
4

,

intftg7cy eoordinatiln, staff training, supervision, and program!devel-
.

.

,.

'

. :- ?...;

, .
,

opMent and administtatlon).2 Mere were no significant-differences between
. .

.

.. tbe two groups of:teams for size, members' average length, of-time on team,

number of functions perforled by team, and ratio of professionals to

-paraprofessionals. Eath team was composed of both pro ssionals and pare-
o

.

professionals. The individual subjects (n...53) comprise the formal staff

members of the teams. They represent'the two groups of pf-ofessionars

(t4,..30;t1MIC=18, t, cSLC'12) andparaprofessicnals (11.23; UMIC1414, 14PSCC419)*

There were no significant differences between MIC and PSLC individuals

'for the demograph

years of rental h kh experience and number'of years in present position.

c or pei-sonalistic variables of sex, race. number of

Procedure

Following an obi ervation period, questionnaires including measures

of 'the individual, g oup, and systems leyel dependent variabl'ei were ad-
.

minIstered to each to m member. Finally, the team leader completed a

time-budget measure (M ntal Health ftradigmCqmmitment Scaler for dis-
.

tributlon of total teamperson-hoUrsacross'team tunntions.

io Q
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Data vas analyzed for differences betWeen.teams, using team score

. or average members' score, and between total individuals committed to

, . .

each model. Where this latter analysis yielded significant resu)ts or
:..-_, \-.

trends, planned comparisons 'detween professionals and between parapro-

fessionals were carried out.

Results Indicated significant support for the hypothesized relation-
a-

ship between a system's mentalihealth paradigm and its patterns of person-

.

; - .
/

power utlirzetion. -There was consls.crt evidence across individual, group,
. *
and systems levels for the est bl.ishment of significant differences between
.

teams and
0
team members commityedtb the different paradigms (M1C and PSLC).

ia .

For'both clakity and brevity,'the major patterns will be outlined below by

groups, rather than for each variable. .

.

I /

For the systems-level Criteria, the PSLC teams were significantly_

more flexible (U=2, P,< :02), and assessed different strengths 4nd needed

changes in theinteams. For grotp-level criteria, the PSI.C.teams rated

paraprofessionals as having significantlyogreater influence to the team

P < .01) and were rated as significantly more cohesive (U..3.5,

P < .05),
4

For the'comparlsbn of total PSLC team members to MIC individuals, the
.

PSLC 16dividuals reported significantly jreatr. flexibility (N5.73,

P < .02),-greater

paraprofessionals

Influence on team functionimfor both professionals and

(Prof: p p < .003), great=

er 'sense of team cohesiveness (Fms13.20, p < .0011), and greater perception

oeinternal personal control In the work setting (Z...1.89, p

Different patterns P"n the nature of the relationship between par4-

11 1.

p

6
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commiiment'and staff functioning were found for professional' and

raprofesilenals. As p edicted, the differences between profess ionals
,

re markedly' fewer. Spe ifically, PSLC professionals differed,signifivia

letrom their MIC counter arts in terms
/
of having perceived themselves. I.

(t-2.41; p <:.01) and thei paraprofessional team memberi p < .05

as having greater Influent; `on tam functioning, and, greater, satisfaction

'with co-voiicers (t...2.41, p .01). Even more striking were the differences
. ._.

.

between the PSLC and /BC par professionals. ;`PSLC paraprofessionals :

reported -lining more flexibi roles (02.41,_p < .01); were assigned

_qualitatively different role (U -19.5, p < .01); 'perceived different changes

1' as needed in their teams (t- ,1467, p < .05), rated themselves (t..2.41, p <.01

and their profesSional co-weir ers p < .001) as having greater in-'

fluence; rated'greater team c hesiveness (t=2.41, p < .01); rported a

grealersense of internal cont o1 on the p'< .03); and report-

ed greater ptisfaction t;ith wJrk p < 05); supervision (t...1.67,

p .05), and co-workers p < :05).

An summary, the results hate -provided evidence o support the exist-

ence and dWerential nature of
it

he hypothesized relationship between a
0

1

systems-mentai health paradigm a d patterns of personpower utilization,

.
,

The general pattern of the resui s wavto IrOicate significant team and/or

total individual differences (wiih the oni exception of system goals), to
. ,

/ show some differences beiween theprofessionals, and to show widespread
1

significant differences betmen the paraprofessionals.

Discussion :
. i

,

. The Implications-of this st dy are far-reaching, especially in light
.

/.

of its 6qcus on the attempted soption to very critical problems within
l'''

the mental health sisteiii: In particular, they arc implications for
I t. r *

I . a
. 4012
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paraprofessional and profeSsional training, the mental health system, and

the development of a body of theory dnd research for the study of indiv-
.

'idual-system ineeractions.

"'For Oa riew4y-develnped ppraprofessional programs, these46sults

ildVe some-JefAnite implications For the future. First, it seems very
,2

10. appacent tfiat thedifferent systems offer very different experiences for
4

the'paraprofesidrfal. Paraprofesstonalvin the PSLC systems need to be

*- epared foe role expectancies that include flexible, open, and alve

- 'functionl.ng, and\demands similar to those, imposed on the professionals.
. ,
'Their coqhter parts in the Mid systems need-to be prepared to confrOnt

, .' 4. . .

role eipeqancies that include,markedifiess active, varied, influential

and satisfying functioning.. In order to be responsive to this diffe.-en-
'q

.tial utilization of its vaduates, paraprofess

t
need to incorporate. flexible and diverse. train

out graduates, training wili.need_to address

professionals can work within the system to promote fuller utilization of,,

their ideas,and Skills. Realizing the potential'gulf between training

and on-the-job performance, training programs themsel4s. must engage in

ncreased, on=going negotAation with the mental health Systeri to ciieilte

a-viable role for paraprofessional. Training program evaluation must

not only.asseLs ability and performance'of paraprofessionals during and
. .

immediately after training, but transfer of learning to on-the-job function-

tonal straining programs-will

Ing patterns. For the MIC

ways in which the -para.-

ing/as it is only b4, acting in these ways can_paraprofessional

training programs insure the optimally-effective utilization of their

0
trainees, and hence be responsible and accountable for the vast amount

of human anefinancial resources Invested:in their programs.

O
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mplicatijon here is that

these programs have an obligation to begin having professionai'a sess

od their reages.and redefine their roles, their "inherited" status, a

There Is evIdence here to suggest that training a prof Ssiohal to assume

the top hierarchical positions not only may have negative implications

for the mental health system and its paraprofessionals,,,b
0

costly to, the professional personally in terms of lowerjob

also may be

saLisfaction,

higher frustration; a perceived loss of self-Influence and a lower attrac-
t .1> .

a

tIcin to one's work team. The proCess of definipg,a professJonal foie that=
t -, --,

..,

does not need to. rest on a presumptive status, but rather ,oh c etence,-
.. I .' .

and of 4fining a professionail role that can_maximize the:beii"ifits of pro-
?

.
,:.. -

c:
, . .

,

fessional-paraprofessional teamwork necd-; to begin in the fOrrative train-

.

ing process. , ..

. .
. , r

The findings of this study also hate meaningful Implications for

.
,

the cmental health system.
.

It was-stated earlier that the development

. .' paraprofessional personpower had the purpose of meeting the very critic
...

of

) 4

problems of personpower shortages and inequality of service delivery. Th

findings of this study indicate4h4t thesimple introduction of para-

,
.pror:.-.sseionals into MIC systems will not solve these long-range problems.

-The,signifIcantly lower job satisfaction, team attractiveness, and limited

role functioning of the MIC paraprofessional all seem to be valid predict-

e.

ions of a short work-life, high absenteeism and turnover', for t4ese,,M1C
fry

__paraprofessionals. __If_such is the case, the need for'more personnel will

simply be a recurrent one for MIC systems. In addition, M1C.systems can-
s

not make a strong appeal to alienated consumers, as long as it alienates

those,staff within ,the system that most resemble these (same consumers.

14
-7-
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Finally, there is no available evidence thatiould indicate that the para-
.

-professionals with the greatest skills are going to PSLC systems. There-

fore, the inescapable conclusion is that MIC systems are under utilizing

the skills and resources of its paraprofessional staff. It seems a reason-

able and just demand that the mental health system in general be held

accountable for deterailning how-these new paraprofessional resources 40n

be exploited most fully and effectively. Only in this way will the-system

begin to provide a viable sorution for iti major problems.

1
t

-Regarding implications for individual-systems interaction theory and
0

research, this study has accomplished the-empirical establishmentrof

the existence of-a relationship between Individual functiOning.andsystems

characteristics. This was a major purpose of this study, and in and of

itself, is a major finding. The study adds both theoretical and empirical

contributions that should be important in further' attempts to-refine our
. ,

understanding° of individual-syitems Interactions. It has also established

that ,the quality of that relationshipAsOfferent-for-people with differ-

ent status. In this regard, the study has accomplishpd its purpose. In

another regard, it is simply a first step in the empirical process. The

conclusions here lead to necessary subsequent formulations of.how this re-

-;

lationship is established and what are the mediating mechanisms.,,

Sj

1-5
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Footnotes

1Paper presented at the 47th Annual Meeting of the Eastern

Psychological Association, Mew York, April, 1976.

20ne might hypothesize a theoretical distribution fOr the M1C-

Pat continuum to be from M1C - 0% to M1C 100x, with a mean of 50%.

Given the, current status of the community mental health program, it

seems more realistic to spidulate that the distribution is skewed toward

the Mg -_100%_end..- A natural break in the-distribution of the data

occurred with two different'clusters resulting, one from 49% to 55r

MIC and another fro;n 65% to'86% Mie. Thus, it was decided that a cut=

off of 55% would be more' realistic.

13 z
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